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1. Healing spaces: the science of place and well-being
   by Esther M. Sternberg
   Print book 2010
   Other Editions & Formats
   Database: WorldCat
   Held by: University of Pretoria Libraries
   Merensky Library Open Collection Level 5
   725.51 STERNBERG • Checked Out, Dues 08/05/2016

2. The healing landscape: therapeutic outdoor environments
   by Martha M. Tyson
   Print book 1998
   Other Editions & Formats
   Database: WorldCat
   Held by: University of Pretoria Libraries
   Merensky Library Open Collection Level 5
   712.2 TYSON • Available

3. Healing gardens: therapeutic benefits and design recommendations
   by Clare Cooper, Marcus, Marni Barnes
   Print book 1999
   Other Editions & Formats
   Database: WorldCat
   Held by: University of Pretoria Libraries
   Merensky Library Open Collection Level 5
   712.22 CP• Available
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1. **Healing spaces: the science of place and well-being**
   - by Esther M. Sternberg
   - Print book 2010
   - 0 of 1 available
   - Merensky Library Open Collection Level 5
   - 725.51 STERNBERG
   - Checked Out, Due 08/05/2016

2. **The healing landscape: therapeutic outdoor environments**
   - by Martha M. Tyson
   - Print book ©1998
   - 1 of 1 available
   - Merensky Library Open Collection Level 5
   - 712.2 TYSON
   - Available
Provide your Portal Login details

Login
Please log in with your "p" or "u" username.
For example, Username: u01234567 or p12345678

Login

Information about browsers:
These sites ought to function well on recent versions of commonly used browsers and on different devices and platforms (e.g. PCs running on Windows, iPads on iOS, Tablets on Android, and various smart phones).

However, different browsers (with different settings and/or add-ons) can result in certain systems, or functionality within systems, not operating correctly.

Users are therefore encouraged to download more than one browser onto their device and, should a problem be encountered when using a specific browser, to then try accessing the site with another.
Pickup Location
If not Merensky select appropriate branch library
Submit
Pick-up Notification will be sent per e-mail

Place Hold

Maria, you are requesting a hold for:

**Healing spaces: the science of place and well-being**
by Esther M. Stemberg

Print book 2010
Database: WorldCat
Held by: University of Pretoria Libraries

Pickup location
Merensky Library

Set hold schedule (optional)
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